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MeV gamma-ray astrophysics and its sensitivity gap

The origin of matter in the Universe 
✦ Nucleosynthesis through nuclear gamma-ray line 

observations 
✦ Anti-matter universe from e+e- annihilation line 
✦ MeV-scale DM matter indirect search 

Extreme astrophysical environments 
✦ Gamma-ray bursts 
✦ Cosmic particle accelerators (BH, pulsar, binary etc) 
✦ Low-energy cosmic-rays (IC, Bremsstrahlung,             

de-excitation gamma-ray lines)

2

3

図 1.1: 点源に対する X線・γ線天文装置の感度 [27]　数 100 keVから数 10 MeVの帯域に
おいて、感度が前後の帯域と比べて、著しく悪いのが見て取れる。

26Al All-Sky Map 
(1.809 MeV)

Takahashi+13

© NASA
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The Compton Spectrometer and Imager (COSI)
3

✦ was selected as a NASA SMEX satellite to be launched in 2027 
✦ a Compton telescope observing gamma-rays in 0.2 - 5.0 MeV 

Key capabilities 
✦ Cryogenically-cooled germanium detectors  
➔ line gamma-ray imaging with excellent energy resolution 

✦ Instantaneous field-of-view is ~25% of the sky 
➔ all-sky monitoring (whole sky observation in a day)

4 Zoglauer et al.

Figure 2. The operating principle of a non-electron-tracking, compact Compton telescope such as COSI. The primary gamma
ray undergoes one or more Compton interactions before it is ultimately stopped via a final photo absorption. The origin of the
gamma ray can be restricted to a Compton event circle on the sky. The positions ~r1 and ~r2 determine the direction of the axis
of the Compton event circle and the energies are used to determine the Compton scatter angle.

In the same way, the scatter angle ' of the gamma ray can be determined. This is called the Compton equation:

cos' = 1� E0
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Compton telescopes consisting of large volume solid-state detectors, such as COSI, cannot determine the direction
of the recoil electron ~ee. Due to this missing information, the origin probabilities of the gamma ray on the celestial
sphere can only be restricted to a cone given by the above Compton-scatter angle and the direction of the scattered
gamma ray (see Figure 2, Compton event circle).

Five years after Compton’s discovery, Klein & Nishina (1928) derived the di↵erential Compton cross section
�
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for unpolarized photons scattering o↵ unbound electrons and then Nishina (1928) derived the di↵erential cross-section
for linearly polarized photons:
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Here # is the azimuthal or polar scatter angle. Linearly polarized incoming gamma rays result in a cosine-shaped
distribution in the azimuthal Compton scatter angle. This e↵ect is most pronounced at lower energies and for Compton
scatter angles around 90 degrees. See Lei et al. (1997) for a more in depth description of Compton polarimetry.

2.3. The Point-Spread Function and the Compton Data Space

Considering a normal camera (or even an X-ray focusing telescope), the direction of an incoming photon is translated
into an x-y-position on the sensor. A point source will lead to a point-like peak on the sensor which is broadened
due to imperfections in the optics. This is called the point-spread function (PSF). The space spanned by the x-y
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the ring of the cone shown in Figure. The ring is obtained from the scattering angle (θ)
calculated from the energy information and the central axis of the cone calculated from the
positional information.   

If multiple gamma rays are detected from the same gamma ray source, the direction of 
incoming gamma rays can be obtained from the intersection point where the rings overlap. The
intersection point of the rings is emphasized in red as the events of detected gamma rays
increase from three to 16 and more and the images of gamma rays become clearer, as Figure 4
shows. 

The Compton camera can narrow down the direction of incoming gamma rays by the
method explained above, and there is no need to limit the direction of incoming gamma rays
using a pinhole collimator, etc., realizing a super wide-angle measurement field covering all 
directions in a hemisphere. 

 

Figure 4  Number of detected gamma ray events and change in gamma image 
 

|4. Outline of ASTROCAM 7000HS 
4.1 Configuration of the product 

Figure 5 shows the overall structure of the ASTROCAM 7000HS and the basic 
specifications are shown in Table 2. The components are explained below. 

 

Figure 5  System configuration of ASTROCAM 7000HS 
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Primary Science Goals of COSI
4

A. Uncover the origin of Galactic positrons

B. Reveal Galactic element formation

C. Gain insight into extreme environments with polarization

D. Probe the physics of multimessenger events
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A. Uncover the origin of Galactic positrons
5

SPI / INTEGRAL (Bouchet +10)

COSI (simulation)

What is the origin of positrons? 
✦ How many positron sources? 

✦ β+ nucleosynthesis, individual sources, DM? 

✦ Why is the bulge so bright?  
✦ What is the nature of the disk emission? 

Observations with COSI  
✦ 511 keV image of the bulge and disk 
✦ The disk-scale height measurement 
✦ Search for individual point sources 
✦ Line/continuum spectroscopy, e.g., red/blue shift, 

o-Ps continuum emission 

4.1° (FWHM, req.)
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B. Reveal Galactic element formation
6

Figure 2: The Radioactive Milky Way. The images are COSI simulations for the entire Galactic plane
(l = ±180� and b = ±15�). The simulated positron map is based on the bulge measured by INTEGRAL/SPI
and the 240µm map as a tracer for the disk. The 26Al (1.809 MeV) and 60Fe (1.173/1.333 MeV) maps
also use the 240µm map and fluxes consistent with measurements by COMPTEL and SPI. In contrast to the
⇠Myr half lives of 26Al and 60Fe, the short, 60 yr 44Ti (1.157 MeV) half-life traces recent supernova events.

of this anti-matter component of our Milky Way.
The Astro2020 WP entitled, “Positron Annihilation in the Galaxy,” by Kierans et al. (2019)

focuses on the positron science that can be addressed with a sensitive wide FoV imager in the MeV
band with excellent energy resolution. The specific science goals discussed include: determining
whether the 511 keV emission is truly diffuse or whether there are individual sources; constraining
the positron propagation distance by comparing the 26Al (1.809 MeV) distribution as well as other
source distributions (e.g., pulsars) to the 511 keV distribution; probing the conditions in different
regions of the Galaxy where positron annihilation occurs; and measuring or placing limits on
the injection energy of positrons into the ISM from measurement of the MeV continuum due to
annihilation in flight. This will constrain the mass of a possible contributing dark matter particle,
as well as the contributions of black holes and pulsars.

COSI’s capabilities (see Table 1) are well-matched to these goals. The excellent spectral res-
olution provides a leap in sensitivity and also allows for measurements of emission line shapes
(e.g., width of the 511 keV line components, Doppler shifts of 44Ti). The angular resolution will
allow for a sensitive search for point sources and will also easily distinguish between a disk scale
height of 3� and >9�. In addition to constraints on positron propagation, COSI’s measurements at
511 keV and 1.809 MeV will allow us to determine what fraction of the positrons are accounted
for by 26Al decay.

2.2 Revealing Element Formation
The MeV bandpass includes several nuclear emission lines that probe different physical processes
in our Galaxy and beyond. Long-lived isotopes such as 26Al (1.809 MeV line) and 60Fe (1.173 and
1.333 MeV lines), predominantly produced in SNe, provide information about the galaxy-wide star
formation history, integrated over the past million years. To first order, images of the Galaxy at

3

The tracer of the nucleosynthesis in the universe 
Fe-60 (1.173&1.333 MeV, τ = 2.6x106 yr) 

✦ Core-collapsed supernovae (CCSNe) 

Al-26 (1.809 MeV, τ = 7.2x105 yr) 
✦ massive star wind & CCSNe 

Ti-44 (1.157 MeV, τ = 60 yr) 
✦ Young SNe

Line gamma-ray imaging with COSI 
✦ First all-sky image of Fe-60 
✦ Improved Al-26 image, and 

correlation with Fe-60 
✦ Search for Ti-44 sources                    

(Cas A, Tycho, SN1897A, etc.)

2.1° (FWHM, req.)
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C. Polarization & D. Multi-messenger events
7

✦ Measure the polarization of galactic black holes and 
AGNs with ~20 mCrab, and constrain the emission 
models (e.g., corona, jet)

CHAPTER 5. POLARIMETRIC VALIDATION 99

Figure 5.11: Chance coincidence subtracted ASAD (top), unpolarized ASAD from simula-
tions (middle), and the corrected ASAD with best fit modulation curve (bottom) for the 316
run using the d2 distance selections.

Measurement Simulation

Coincident counts 20765 28926
Chance coincident counts 738 —

Integration time 48199.880 62911.418
Amplitude (counts) 329.0 ± 16.5 461.3 ± 21.0

O↵set (counts) 1252.2 ± 11.7 1809.4 ± 14.9
Angle (degrees) 177.88 ± 1.38 177.76 ± 1.26

Modulation 0.263 ± 0.019 0.255 ± 0.017
�2
red (dof = 13) 1.10 0.85

Scatter peak energy (keV) 293.5 ± 28.5 293.6 ± 27.9
KS p-value 0.29
AD p-value 0.30

Table 5.4: Statistics and SM fit results for the 316 run using the d2 distance selections.

Polarization measurements with COSI 
Azimuthal angle distribution of scattered gamma rays 
provides the polarization degree/angle

Cyg X-1

©P. Laurent

Lowell, phD, 17

Multi-messenger events 
✦ With a large field-of-view, COSI will measure short 

transient events (+polarization). 
✦ For a short GRB, its localization <2.5 deg will be 

reported within 1 hour.
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Instrumental Design and Sensitivity 
8

✦ consisting of 16 modules 
✦ The size of each is 8x8x1.5 cm3 

✦ Cooled to < 90K with a mechanical cryocooler

COSI
A Gamma-ray
Space Explorer

<Edit master slide to change this> 44

COSI: NASA Small Explorer satellite mission

COSI instrument/payload
Scale: payload interface plate is 1 meter flat-to-flat

8 cm
8 cm

Cryogenically cooled germanium 
detectors in a vacuum cryostat

Active shields for background 
reduction

Front-end electronics with 
ASIC readout

Heat removed 
by system of 
heat pipes and 
radiators

For more details on the COSI 
mission, see Tomsick et al. 2021 
(arXiv:2109.10403) 

COSI sensors and readout 
were developed under 
NASA’s APRA program.

Heat removed by system of 
heat pipes and radiators

Front-end electronics 
with ASIC readout

BGO shields for background reduction

Cryogenically cooled germanium detectors in a vacuum cryostat

The Compton Spectrometer and Imager John A. Tomsick

Figure 2: Narrow-line (a) and continuum (b) sensitivities based on COSI’s requirements compared to current
and previous instruments. The sensitivity curves are for point sources at the 3-f level during 2 years of COSI
survey time. Due to the all-sky coverage that COSI obtains, these sensitivities will be reached for every
source in the sky.

investigations planned by the COSI science team. COSI’s design is optimized for emission line
studies, but it still provides a significant improvement for continuum emission as shown in Figure 2b.
Examples using COSI’s emission line and continuum sensitivities are highlighted below.

Blazars, jet-dominated AGN with their jets pointing close to our line of sight, appear to emerge
as one of the sources of astrophysical high-energy neutrinos. If these jet environments are efficient
neutrino production sites, they are likely to be highly opaque to WW absorption of high-energy and
very-high-energy gamma-rays, leading to suppression of the high-energy gamma-ray flux and the
initiation of electromagnetic pair cascades. The emission from these cascades is expected to emerge
primarily at MeV - sub-MeV X-ray / soft gamma-ray energies [e.g., 7, 14]. This makes COSI the
ideal instrument to test for possible correlations between very-high-energy neutrinos detected, e.g.,
by IceCube or KM3NeT, and MeV-flaring blazars, thus providing further evidence for the neutrino
- blazar connection.

Observing gamma-rays at the MeV bandpass also benefits the study of cosmic dark matter
(DM). Attractive DM candidates are predicted in the broad mass range of 10�22 eV to 1035 g, and
COSI has the potential to search for many of them. In the ultralight mass region, where the DM
mass "DM << 1 eV, the axion-like particle (ALP) is an attractive candidate. COSI will be sensitive
to the effects of ALPs on the flux and polarization of MeV gamma-rays emitted from, e.g., blazars
[6]. In the light mass region (1 eV . "DM . 100 GeV), many influential DM candidates have been
proposed, including the sterile neutrino, dark photon, and light weakly interacting massive particle
(WIMP). Those are predicted around the MeV mass scale, and COSI will observe MeV gamma-ray
signals emitted by their decay and annihilation [2, 3]. Moreover, the candidates also emit low-
energy positrons, which are captured by ambient electrons, form positronium, and contribute to
0.511 MeV emissions. In the heavy mass region where DM is heavier than the EW scale, the heavy
WIMP is known to be a well-motivated candidate. Though it primarily emits GeV/TeV gamma-rays
by its annihilation, MeV gamma-rays are also produced via inverse Compton scattering caused by
energetic electrons from the annihilation. In the ultraheavy mass region where DM is heavier than

6

Narrow-line and continuum sensitivity for a point source during 2 years 
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Operation and sky coverage
9

A low-earth orbit 
A near-equatorial orbit (to minimize SAA passages) 

25% sky coverage in a single shot 
The satellite changes its pointing from 22 deg. North 
to 22 deg. South with 12-hour cycle

The whole sky is covered in a single day 

Ideal for transient event monitor (GRBs), 
all-sky imaging (511 keV, Al-26)

Daily exposure

COSI
A Gamma-ray
Space Explorer

ICRC2023 – John Tomsick   11

Orbital 
Plane

North

South

22º North-South 
Repointing

22º

COSI orbit and observing modes

❑ Low-Earth equatorial orbit to minimize 
background
▪Targeting 
▪0° orbital inclination
▪550 km altitude (trade-off between background 
and orbit lifetime)

❑ Survey mode
▪North-South repointing (±22°) every 12 hours to cover the whole sky every day

❑ Constant Zenith Angle (CZA) mode
▪CZA mode will be used to maximize coverage of interesting events
▪Plan to respond to targets of opportunity (TOOs) with CZA mode
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Current Status
Currently in Phase B 

✦ passed Systems Requirements Review  
✦ Preliminary Design Review, Feb. 2024 

Payload 
✦ GeDs: Received 3 64-strip GeD at UC Berkeley  
✦ ASIC: Flight ASIC in fabrication 
✦ Background Transient Observatory (student-

lead project): finalizing the design 

Spacecraft: based on previous missions (ICON)  

Pipeline/Analysis tools: yearly released with the 
simulation dataset (COSI data challenge)

10

BTO detector design & heavy-ion beam test at Japan
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COSI tools and yearly data challenges
Two softwares for data analysis and simulation 

✦ MEGAlib: raw-level data analysis and simulation 
✦ COSIpy: high-level data analysis (spectrum/image/polarization)

11

Every year, we perform data challenges, the data analysis of COSI based on simulation data 
✦ 5 data challenges are planned until 2026 before the launch 
✦ Data Challenge 1 (balloon data): https://github.com/cositools/cosi-data-challenge-1 
✦ Data Challenge 2 (late-2023): 3-6 months of simulated satellite observations

DC2 Example 
Image deconvolution 
of 511 keV line

Data (Em, ϕ, χψ) Model (Ei, lb)

・detector response 
・coordinate conversion 
・iterative image 

 reconstruction method 
(e.g. RL) 

https://github.com/cositools/cosi-data-challenge-1
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COSI collaboration and science team
12

University of California 
✦ John Tomsick (Principal Investigator, UCB) 
✦ Steven Boggs (Deputy PI, UCSD) 
✦ Andreas Zoglauer (Project Scientist, UCB) 

Naval Research Laboratory 
✦ Eric Wulf (Electronics/BGO shield lead) 

Goddard Space Flight Center 
✦ Albert Shih (CHRS lead) 
✦ Carolyn Kierans (Data pipeline co-lead) 
✦ Alan Smale (HEASARC/archiving lead) 

Northrop Grumman

Institutions of Co-Investigators and Collaborators 
✦ JMU/Wurzburg and JGU/Mainz, Germany 
✦ Clemson University 
✦ Los Alamos National Laboratory 
✦ Louisiana State University 
✦ Yale University 
✦ IRAP, France 
✦ INAF, Italy 
✦ Kavli IPMU and Nagoya University, Japan 
✦ NTHU, Taiwan 
✦ University of Hertfordshire, UK 
✦ Centre for Space Research, North-West University, South Africa

Science Team Lead Co-Leads Technical Expert
Positrons Carolyn Kierans (GSFC) Thomas Siegert (JMU, Germany) Thomas Siegert (JMU, Germany)

Nucleosynthesis Thomas Siegert (JMU, Germany) Chris Fryer (LANL) Hiroki Yoneda (JMU, Germany)

GRBs Eric Burns (LSU) Steve Boggs (UCSD),  
Dieter Hartmann (Clemson)

Alyson Joens (UCB)

Galactic Julien Malzac (IRAP, France) Chris Karwin (GSFC) Chris Karwin (GSFC)

Extragalactic Marco Ajello (Clemson) Fabrizio Tavecchio (INAF, Italy) Jarred Roberts (UCSD)

Dark Matter Tad Takahashi (IPMU, Japan)
Fabrizio Tavecchio (INAF, Italy),  
Shigeki Mastumoto (IPMU, Japan),  
Tom Melia (IPMU, Japan)

Thomas Siegert (JMU, Germany)


